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Faster Evacuation and Recovery with ANY machine

�.AppionTools.com

Working on Large Multi-Port Systems?
With the MegaFlow Speed-Y, vacuum pumps
with only a few ports are no longer limited.
Easily connect multiple hoses to a  single port.
The Greater the Flow . . . The Faster it will Go!

The Appion MegaFlow Speed-Y comes in 3 different sizes, each featuring 2 male 
3/8in Flare fittings for service hoses. Available in 1/4in(SPDY14), 3/8in(SPDY38), 
and 1/2in(SPDY12) female flare sizes, the Speed-Ys can fit many applications. 
Built with Premium Aircraft Grade Aluminum Bodies and Caps, each Speed-Y has 
a plug to keep out contaminants and moisture. 

SPDY12

SPDY14

SPDY38

All NEW

The Speed-Ys are
part of the All New
SPDKITs. Check it
out on pgs 7 & 17
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Learn More At
�.AppionTools.com/SpeedY
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Why use a Speed-Y instead of a Manifold?
Traditional Charging Manifolds su�er from a few shortcomings; highly
restrictive, not designed for deep vacuum and a lot of potential leak points.

The MegaFlow Speed-Y features a large inner diameter for unrestricted
Full Flow, and are Vacuum-Rated to 20 microns with a reduced number of
leak points. The Speed-Y makes it easy to connect multiple hoses to a
single point without the drawbacks of the traditional manifold.

Are your Tools Vacuum-Rated?
Tools and fittings that aren’t Vacuum-
Rated can leak under deep vacuum.
The MegaFlow Speed-Ys are Vacuum-
Rated to 20 microns, giving you the
peace of mind that your tool isn’t
going to leak in a deep vacuum. 

Want Fast and Simple
Recovery? 
With the MegaFlow™ Speed-Y, fast
recovery is simpler than ever. No
manifold, no tangle of hoses, and
reduced connections. The Speed-Y
enables Full Flow to any recovery unit,
without all the hassle of a manifold.  


